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This study reported a series of cube-shaped polyoxoniobates,

{MCu12O8)(Cu12XmOn)(Nb7(OH)O21)8} [M = Nb(1, 2), Ln3+(3), X = I(1, m = 3, n

= 3; 2, m = 5, n = 1), Br(3, m = 5, n = 1)]. As the first octahedral Cu12XmOn

cluster incorporated polyoxoniobate, the cube-shaped three-shell structure of

{MCu12O8)(Cu12XmOn)(Nb7(OH)O21)8} polyanion contains a {MCu12O8} body-centered

cuboctahedron, a {Cu12XmOn} octahedron and a {Cu12(Nb7(OH)O21)8} cube.

Compounds 1, 2, 3 show effective catalytic activities for the hydrolytic decomposition of

chemical warefare agent simulants.

Keywords: polyoxoniobates, cube-shaped, three shell, base-catalysis, chemical warfare agent simulant

INTRODUCTION

Polyoxoniobates (PONbs) have obtained increasing attention in the past few years due to their
well-defined structures and potential applications in photocatalysis (Zhang et al., 2011; Huang
et al., 2012b; Qiao et al., 2018), catalysis (Ivanchikova et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2020), virology (Judd
et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2019), and nuclear waste treatment (Bonhomme et al., 2005). Although
there has been a great deal of research exploring the PONbs in recent decades, developments
lag far behind those of polyoxotungstates, polyoxomolybdates, and polyoxovanadates due to a
lack of soluble niobate oxoanion precursors, low activity, and the narrow working pH region
of the niobate species. A series of isopolyoxoniobates, including {Nb10} (Shen et al., 2008),
{Nb16} (Liang et al., 2019), {Nb20} (Maekaw et al., 2006; Liang et al., 2019), {Nb24} (Bontchev
and Nyman, 2006), {Nb27} (Tsunashima et al., 2010), {Nb31} (Tsunashima et al., 2010), {Nb32}
(Huang et al., 2012a), {Nb47}(Wu et al., 2018), {Nb52} (Jin et al., 2017), {Nb81} (Jin et al.,
2017), {Nb114} (Jin et al., 2017), and the highest nuclear PONb {Nb288} (Wu et al., 2018) were
recently successfully synthesized. Since the first example of a heteropolyniobate Keggin-type
structure, {[Ti2O2][SiNb12O40]} was identified by Nyman et al. (2002), and transition-metal-
incorporated PONbs, such as {Cu25.5Nb56} (Niu et al., 2007), {Co14Nb56} (Niu et al., 2014),
{Ti12Nb6} (Ohlin et al., 2008), {Fe3Nb25} (Liang et al., 2017), {Cr2.5Nb27.5} (Guo et al., 2019), and
lanthanide-containing PONbs {Ln12W12Nb72} (Ln= Y, La, Sm, Eu, Yb) (Jin et al., 2016) were also
reported in the past few years. However, most reports use transition metals or lanthanide cations as
links to bridge PONb clusters, and very few polynuclear transition metals or lanthanide clusters are
incorporated in PONbs. More recently, vanadium-cluster-substituted polyoxoniobates {VxNbyOz}
were characterized in studies by Huang et al. (2012a) and Hu et al. (2016, 2017). These indicate that
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combining a polynuclear transition metal cluster with
typical PONbs increases the diversities of PONbs chemistry,
which offers new strategies for designing and synthesizing
functional materials.

Materials based on a cupreous-halide cluster with abundant
structures have been applied to a colorimetric sensor (Yu et al.,
2014), thermochromism (Kim et al., 2008), near-IR devices
(Shan et al., 2013), and photoluminescence materials (Lee et al.,
2008). Although many cupreous-halide clusters are incorporated
into metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) (Kim et al., 2008; Lee
et al., 2008; Shan et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2014) cupreous-halide

FIGURE 1 | The structure assembly of {(MCu12O8 )(Cu12XmOn)(Nb7(OH)O21)8}

polyanion in compounds 1, 2, and 3. (A) {MCu12O8} cluster unit [M = Nb (1),

Nb (2), Ln (3)], (B) the topology of {MCu12O8} cluster unit [M = Nb (1), Nb (2),

Ln (3)], (C) the motif of {Cu12XmOn} [X = I (1, m = 3, n = 3; 2, m = 5, n = 1),

Br (3, m = 5, n = 1)], (D) the topology of motif {Cu12XmOn}, (E) the assembly

of {MO8Cu12XmOn} cluster and {Nb7(OH)O21} clusters, (F) the structure of the

polyanion, Color code: M, yellow; X/O, purple; [Nb7(OH)O21]8: red polyhedral.

clusters are not introduced to polyoxoniobates until now. The
main limitation in the development of heteropolyoxoniobates
is the sensitivity of their synthetic conditions. It is thus
challenging to synthesize cupreous-halid-cluster incorporated
PONbs. Based on this consideration, this study aims to combine
the cupreous-halide cluster with polyoxoniobates to construct
novel heteropolyoxoniobates.

Chemical warfare agents (CWAs), as a class of chemical
weapons (Dong et al., 2017), have been the subject of recent
studies, which have explored materials that are effective in
facilitating hydrolytic decomposition for CWAs. A series of
Zr-based MOFs were originally applied to degrade these toxic
CWAs, including dimethyl 4-nitrophenyl phosphate (DMNP)
(Zhao et al., 2016), 2-chloroethylethylsulfide (CEES) (López-
Maya et al., 2015), diisopropylfluorophosphate (DIFP) (López-
Maya et al., 2015), but there are limited papers on the
hydrolysis of diethyl cyanophonate (DECP) and dimethyl
methylphosphonate (DMMP) (López-Maya et al., 2015). Since
Guo et al. (2016) reported the decontamination of DMMP
and DECP by using PONbs as a catalyst, PONbs have been
regarded as effective catalysts to hydrolyze chemicals and warfare
agent simulants.

However, new materials and methods that rapidly and fully
degrade all the main CWAs under mild conditions require
further investigation.

Based on our ongoing research on PONbs, this study
reports on three novel cupreous-halide incorporated
PONbs, Na12{H24NbO8Cu24I3O3[Nb7(OH)O21]8}·34H2O (1),
Na12(H2O)22{H22NbO8Cu24I5O[Nb7(OH)O21]8}·34H2O (2),
Na2{H34GdO8Cu24Br5O[Nb7(OH)O21]8}·12H2O (3), which
are the first examples of cupreous-halide-
incorporated polyoxoniobate reported to date. The
{MCu12O8)(Cu12XmOn)(Nb7(OH)-O21)8} polyanion possesses
a three-shell cube-shaped structure that encapsulated the
{Cu12XmOn} octahedron and {MCu12O8} body-centered
cuboctahedron. Interestingly, this approach can effectively vary
body-centered metal atoms. Base-catalysis studies reveal that 1 is
an effective catalyst for the decomposition of DMMP and DECP.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Single crystal X-ray diffraction reveals the brown compound
1 crystallizes in triclinic P1̄ space group. Compound
1 possesses a 3D extended inorganic polyoxometalates
framework constructed from cupreous-halide incorporated
{(NbO8Cu24I3O3)(Nb7(OH)O21)8}36− polyanions linked by
Na+ bridges. The structure of {(NbO8Cu24I3O3)(Nb7(OH)-
O21)8}36− polyanion is a multimeric assembly of a body-centered
cuboctahedral {NbCu12O8} cage-cluster unit with a disorder
distribution of Nb(V) cation in the center, an octahedral
{Cu12I3O3} and eight {Nb7(OH)O21}8− cluster subunits.

The {(NbO8Cu24I3O3)(Nb7(OH)O21)8}36− polyanion in 1

possesses a centrosymmetric structure, which can be described
as a three-shell structure. The innermost shell is a body-
centered cuboctahedral {NbCu12O8} cluster unit (Figure 1A).
The Nb atom located in the center of the cuboctahedron adopts
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special eight-coordinated cube geometry. In the {NbO8} core,
the central Nb atom is disordered at seven positions, and the
site occupancies of Nb3A, Nb3A’(1-x, 1-y, −4-z), Nb4A, Nb4A’(1-
x, 1-y, −4-z), Nb5A, Nb5A’(1-x, 1-y, −4-z), Nb37 atoms are
0.120, 0.120, 0.126, 0.126, 0.128, 0.128, and 0.252, respectively.
There is, therefore, one Nb atom in the central position.
The Nb-O bond lengths are located in the range of 1.965
(6)−2.421 (4) Å (Supplementary Figure 1). This phenomenon
is probably attributed to the steric effect because the Nb atom
is located in the central of the regular cuboctahedron. Bond-
valences sum calculations (BVS) show that the valance states
of the Cu atoms are +2, which is verified by XPS analysis
(Supplementary Figure 2). As shown in Figures 1A,C, 12 Cu
atoms are linked by eight µ4-O atoms to form a 13-nuclearity
body-centered cuboctahedron {NbCu12O8} cage-cluster unit
containing six Cu4 square and eight triangular Cu3 windows.
It is noteworthy that such a body-centered cuboctahedron
{NbCu12O8} cage-cluster is rarely found in polyoxoniobates.

The second shell is an octahedral {Cu12I3O3} cage-cluster,
with six disordered iodine/oxygen bridges (Figures 1B,D). Each
iodine/oxygen site is shared by iodine and oxygen atoms
simultaneously. The site occupancies of I1, I1’ (1-x, 1-y, −4-z),
I2, I2’ (1-x, 1-y, −4-z), I3, I3’ (1-x, 1-y, −4-z) anions are 0.55,
0.55, 0.5, 0.5, 0.45, and 0.45, respectively, while the shared site
occupancies of O1M, O1M’ (1-x, 1-y, −4-z), O2M, O2M’ (1-x, 1-y,
−4-z), O3M, O3M’ (1-x, 1-y, −4-z) anions are 0.45, 0.45, 0.5, 0.5,
0.55, and 0.55, respectively. Every Cu2+ cation is six-coordinated
by four bridged O atoms with Cu-O bond distances in the range
of 1.905 (1)−2.003 (1) Å, and 2 µ4-I/O atoms with Cu-I/O
bond lengths ranging from 3.091 (1) to 3.331 (1) Å, forming
an elongated {CuO4I2} octahedron (Supplementary Figure 1).
The Cu-I bond lengths are slightly longer than those Cu-I (2.920
(5)−3.140 (5) Å) of cupreous-halid MOFs (Zhao et al., 2017),
but shorter than dissociative iodine chain [3.570 (1) Å] in many
organic frameworks (Pantenburg and Müller, 2004). The six
I/O atoms are arranged in the vertex while 12 Cu2+ cations
are located at the midpoint of the 12 edges of the octahedron.
Every I/O atom is connected with four Cu2+ cations, resulting in
the formation of the {Cu12I3O3} octahedron as the second shell
(Figures 1A–D and Supplementary Figure 3), which includes
the cuboctahedron {NbCu12O8} cage-cluster via sharing Cu
atoms (Figure 1E). It is noteworthy that this cuboctahedron-
in-octahedron structure is unusual in heteropolyniobates but
polyniobates with a rich variety of structures have been reported.

The third shell is a regular cubic cage-cluster
{Cu12(Nb7(OH)O21)8} contains eight {Nb7(OH)O21}8− cluster
units, which cover on triangle faces of the shell 2 {Cu12I3O3}
octahedron. Every {Nb7(OH)O21}8− cluster unit captures
three Cu atoms by three Cu-O-Nb bonds (Figure 1E). The
12 four-coordinated Cu atoms bridge the {Nb7(OH)O21}8−

cluster units to generate a regular cubic cage (Figure 1F and
Supplementary Figure 4). Every {Nb7(OH)O21}8− polyanion is
located at each of its eight vertexes while the four-coordinated
Cu atoms are at the edge of the cube. The 12 four-coordinated
CuO4 all adopt square geometries: four O atoms from two
{Nb7(OH)O21}8− cluster units (Supplementary Figure 5).
At the same time, each four-coordinated Cu atom is

FIGURE 2 | The topology of three-shell {(MCu12O8)(Cu12XmOn)(Nb7(OH)O21)8}

polyanion [M = Nb (1), Nb (2), Ln (3); X = I (1, m = 3, n = 3; 2, m = 5, n = 1),

Br (3, m = 5, n = 1)] in compound 1, 2, and 3. M, yellow ball; Cu, cyan ball;

X/O, purple ball, [Nb7(OH)O21]8: red ball.

connected to one six-coordinated Cu atom by two bridged O
atoms (Supplementary Figure 5).

The most striking feature of 1 is the link between four-
coordinated Cu atoms among the polyoxoniobate clusters and
cupric clusters, which creates a cuboctahedron-in-octahedron-
in-cube heteropolyoxo niobates (Figure 2). Notably, the
structure of compound 1 is related to that of the polyanion
{Cu25.5O8(Nb7O22)8} reported by Niu et al. (2007). They both
contain {MCu12O8} and have cube-shaped {Cu12 (Nb7O22)8}
clusters. However, there are three differences between these
structures: (1) in compound 1, the cube-shaped {Cu12(Nb7O22)8}
cluster encapsulates an octahedral {Cu12I3O3} cluster, which
was not found in {Cu25.5O8(Nb7O22)8}. Thus, compound 1

presents a new type of unusual structure of polyoxoniobates;
(2) 1 captures one Nb atom in the central position, while there
are Cu2+ atoms in {Cu25.5O8(Nb7O22)8} (Niu et al., 2007);
and (3) in 1, there is a protonated oxygen atom on every
{Nb7(OH)O21} cluster unit, seen in Supplementary Tables 3–5

and Supplementary Figure 4, resulting in a slightly longer bond
length of Nb-O, ranging from 1.859 (4)−2.472 (4) Å.

The heteropolyoxoniobate clusters
{(NbO8Cu24I3O3)(Nb7(OH)O21)8}36− are also connected
each other by alkali Na+ cations that form a 3D inorganic
polyoxometalate framework that exhibits different channels,
which are filled with alkali metal cations and neutral guest
molecules (Supplementary Figure 6).

Compound 2 reveals another giant cube-
shaped cupreous-Iodide incorporated polyniobate,
{(NbO8Cu24I5O)(Nb7(OH)-O21)8}34−, which is similar to
the {(NbO8Cu24I3O3)(Nb7(OH)O21)8}36− polyanion of 1

(Supplementary Figures 7, 8), except for the {Cu12I5O}
octahedron in the second shell. In compound 2, the second
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shell is an octahedral {Cu12I5O} cage-cluster with six disordered
iodine/oxygen bridges. Each iodine/oxygen site is shared by
iodine and oxygen atoms simultaneously. The site occupancies
of the I1, I1’ (1-x, 1-y, −4-z), I2, I2’ (1-x, 1-y, −4-z), I3, I3’
(1-x, 1-y, −4-z) anions are 0.80, 0.80, 0.85, 0.85, 0.85, and 0.85,
respectively. The shared site occupancies of O1M, O1M’ (1-x, 1-y,
−4-z), O2M, O2M’ (1-x, 1-y, −4-z), O3M, O3M’ (1-x, 1-y, −4-z)
anions are 0.20, 0.20, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, and 0.15, respectively.
It consists of five I atoms and one O atom in the {Cu12I5O}
cage-cluster of 2 and comprises three I atoms and three O
atoms in the {Cu12I3O3} cage-cluster of 1. All copper atoms
are +2 in compound 2, as verified by BVS and XPS analysis
(XPS, Supplementary Figure 2). In the packing diagram,
polyoxoniobates {(NbO8Cu24I5O)(-Nb7(OH)O21)8}34−

are arranged in parallel along the a, b, and c axes, with
{Na4(H2O)19} clusters as charge compensating cations and
free water molecules, filling the gaps between polyoxoanions
(Supplementary Figures 9, 10).

It is possible to effectively vary the central core metal
atoms and the halogen atoms to obtain compound 3.
It shows a cube-shaped cupreous-bromide incorporated
polyoxoniobate, {(LnO8Cu24Br5O)(Nb7(OH)O21)8}36− similar
to the {(NbO8Cu24I3O3)(Nb7(OH)-O21)8}36− polyanion of 1.
The structural differences of compounds 1 and 3 are due to the
fact that the Br− replaces I− while the {LnO8} cores supplant the
{NbO8} cube-like unit with bond lengths of Cu-Br ranging from
3.054 (7) to 3.137 (6) Å. In the {LnO8} core, the central Ln atom
is disordered at seven positions, and the site occupancies of the
Gd1, Gd2A, Gd3A, Gd4A, Gd5A, Gd6A, and Gd7A atoms are 0.670,
0.030, 0.075, 0.070, 0.065, 0.060, and 0.030, respectively. There
is, therefore, one Gd atom in the central core. The lanthanide
(Gd, Eu, Tb, Dy, La, and Nd) cations are first found in the center
of polyoxoniobate (XPS, Supplementary Figures 11, 12;
EDS-Mapping, Supplementary Figures 26, 27). Two
{LnO8Cu24Br5O)(Nb7(OH)O21)8} clusters are bridged
by two Na+ to form a polyanion dimer. The polyanion
dimers are arranged in parallel along the a, b, and c axes
(Supplementary Figure 13).

BASED-CATALYSIS PROPERTIES

Previous investigations indicate that PONbs can catalyze the
hydrolytic decomposition of chemical warfare agent simulants,
such as dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP) and diethyl
cyanophosphonate (DECP) (Guo et al., 2016). Taking this into
account, we tested the catalytic performance of 1, 2, and 3 in the
hydrolytic decontamination of the nerve agent simulants DMMP
and DECP.

Because purity and stability are important in the viability of
a catalyst, we conducted experiments on the purity and stability
of 1, 2 and 3 (Supplementary Figures 14–27). Compounds 1, 2,
and 3 were immersed in water and recollected for IR spectra. The
IR spectra of 1, 2, and 3 after immersion were consistent with
those before. This indicates that compounds 1, 2, and 3maintain
physical integrity and that no other new phases were generated
(Supplementary Figures 28–30).

FIGURE 3 | (A) Hydrolytic decomposition of DMMP to MP using catalyst 1 or

2 or 3, Reaction conditions: DMMP (15.5mM, 2.5 µL), catalyst 1 or 2 or 3

(50mg), D2O (0.6mL), and H2O (1.0mL) at room temperature, (B) temporal

course of the degradation of DMMP without catalyst and in aqueous

dispersions of catalysts 1, 2, and 3, (C) hydrolytic decontamination of DECP to

DEHP using catalysts 1, or 2 or 3, Reaction conditions: DECP (100mM, 10

µL), catalyst 1 or 2 or 3 (30mg), DMF (600 µL) of and H2O (50 µL) at room

temperature, (D) conversion of DECP to DEHP vs. reaction time without

catalyst and using catalysts 1, 2, and 3.

To evaluate the catalytic properties of compounds 1, 2 and
3 for CWA destruction, we first analyzed the hydrolysis of
dimethyl 4-nitrophenyl phosphate (DMMP). Fifty milligram
samples 1, 2, or 3 were used as catalysts, and 15.5mM of
DMMP was dispersed in 1mL of H2O and 0.6mL D2O at room
temperature and 1 atm. The results showed that 26.5, 20.63,
and 19.35% DMMP was converted to methyl phosphoric acid
in 264 h when compounds 1, 2, and 3 were used, respectively
(Figure 3 and Supplementary Figures 31–33). In contrast, no
non-toxic degradation production methyl phosphonic acid (MP)
of DMMP can be detected in the absence of 1, 2, and 3, suggesting
that all of them are efficient DMMP catalysts. Their hydrolytic
reactivity is weaker than that of KGeNb (54% conversion under
the same reaction conditions) (Guo et al., 2016). Compound
1 is more active than 2 and 3 relatively. The IR spectra of
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compounds 1, 2, and 3 after catalytic hydrolysis were consistent
with those before catalytic reaction, respectively, indicating that
the structures of compounds 1, 2, and 3 remain unchanged
(Supplementary Figures 34–36).

We further investigated the catalytic performance of
compounds 1, 2, and 3 in the hydrolytic degradation of another
chemical warfare agent, DECP to diethyl hydrogen phosphate
(DEHP). As shown in Figure 3, 100% of DECP was converted
by 1 in 35min, by 2 in 20min, and by 3 in 30min, respectively.
The hydrolysis of the P-CN bond was monitored by 31P NMR
spectroscopy. The results reveal that compounds 1, 2, and 3

can greatly accelerate the hydrolytic reaction. These catalytic
activities are comparable to that of KGeNb (Guo et al., 2016)
reported by Hill and co-workers.

The reusability of compounds 1, 2, and 3 was also evaluated
in the degradation of DECP (Supplementary Figures 37–39).
The catalytic activities of compounds 1, 2, and 3 were
maintained after 3 cycles. The IR spectra and XRD patterns
of compounds 1, 2, and 3 after the three-cycle catalytic
degradation of DECP reveal their crystalline integrity in catalytic
reaction (Supplementary Figures 40–45). Compared with the
decomposition of DMMP, the complete hydrolytic degradation
of DECP under mild ambient conditions is of interest and has
practical applications in providing human protection in real-
world environments. Compounds 1, 2, and 3 contain basic
{(MCu12O8)(Cu12XmOn)(Nb7O22)8} clusters with high negative
charges. The protonation of the {(MO8Cu24XmOn)(Nb7(OH)-
O21)8} could be the key step of the overall mechanism (Wang
et al., 2017). The incorporation of X into the cluster is favorable
for the hydrolytic degradation of chemical warfare agents.

CONCLUSIONS

The first series of cube-shaped CuX-incorporated
polyoxoniobates 1, 2, and 3 have been constructed based
on the {MCu12O8} cluster, the {Cu12XmOn} cluster, and the

{Nb7(OH)O21}8− subunits under hydrothermal conditions.
The cuboctahedron-in-octahedron-in-cube structure of
{(MO8Cu24XmOn)(Nb7(OH)O21)8} polyanion is a new structure
of CuX-incorporated heteropolyniobates. Compounds 1, 2, and
3 can effectively catalyze the hydrolytic degradation of the nerve
agent simulants DECP (conv. 100% in 20–35min) and DMMP.
The incorporation of a cupreous-halid cluster into PONbs not
only enriches the limited structural type of PONbs but also
improves the hydrolytic activities.
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